Service availability in wireless networks is highly dependent on efficient resource allocation and guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) 
Introduction
In Future Generation wireless networks, diverse wireless technologies such as Cellular, WLAN, and Bluetooth will proliferate in different edges of the Internet and complement each other to provide untethered multimedia services and seamless visits to the IP-core network. Most wireless access technologies are deployed in either infrastructure based cellular mode or infrastructure-less ad hoc mode. While each access mode was initially designed with distinct characteristics, many recent efforts are underway to define hybrid networks, that combine the advantages of both access modes [1, 21, 2, 9] . These approaches to hybrid networks can be classified as either "ad hoc over cellular" [9, 24, 28, 25] or "cellular over ad hoc" [27, 3] .
In our work, we focus on "ad hoc over cellular" approach that aims to "stretch" the reach of cellular networks, and integrate high speed access, global coverage and roaming support into a single seamless system. These concepts motivated the ODMA option in 3GPP [1] or the next generation A-GSM [2] .
Among the challenges in the hybrid wireless networks, is optimal resource management of diverse radio resources, from the perspectives of both the users and the service provider. Hybrid network radio resources often include "cellular" capacity (licensed frequency spectrum centered around fixed base stations) in addition to "ad hoc" capacity (unlicensed frequency spectrum limited by interference local to each mobile). Furthermore, hybrid network models, that employ user equipment to serve as mobile relays, must include resulting usage costs into resource management.
In earlier work [4, 5] , resource-utility (R-U) functions were employed and a Time-Aware Resource Allocation (TARA) scheme was proposed for Quality of Service (QoS) resource allocation in cellular networks. TARA maximizes the accumulated utility of the whole cell (over time) in an adaptive way. In this paper, we continue to use utility functions to characterise the bandwidth of the cellular link (as the bottleneck resource). Moreover, we extend the approach to model additional resources at the ad hoc nodes. That is, we consider non-critical resource usage (such as power usage, processing capacity and bandwidth of the ad hoc link) at the relaying user equipment and model it as a cost function. Two resource allocation algorithms result from this study.
First, a centralized optimal allocation algorithm based on linear programming is formulated. Second, a distributed heuristic algorithm is formulated that attempts to perform close to the optimal solution with considerably lower runtime complexity. The simulation analysis, using the J-Sim simulator, illustrates the performance gains in "ad hoc over cellular" hybrid networks. It demonstrates the capability of the proposed heuristic algorithm to efficiently utilize resources in the hybrid radio context and provide benefits such as load-balancing and fault tolerance.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we review related work on resource allocation for wireless networks and utility-based solutions. Section 3 presents background information about TARA and utility maximisation. In Section 4, we present our system model together with two different bandwidth allocation algorithms. Sections 5 and 6 present the evaluation setup and compare the simula-tion results for the different algorithms. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related works
Several "ad hoc over cellular" approaches such as MCN [9] and iCAR [24] use relays to overcome cellular shortcomings, such as limited spatial coverage, low bit rates, and a high bit cost for data services. Relays, being either static infrastructure or other mobile stations (MS), form a virtual overlay for congestion mitigation and alternate routing to extend and improve coverage of the cellular base stations (BS) [2, 8, 16] . In these hybrid networks, admission control (AC) and bandwidth allocation (BA) schemes for resource management are necessary to ensure QoS guarantees.
Work on resource management for cellular networks often focuses on management of licensed frequency spectrum local to each base station. For example, the authors in [14] a novel adaptive bandwidth allocation scheme by dynamic local estimation of changing traffic parameters, and a probabilistic control policy for high channel utilization. The work in [6, 17] employs bandwidth borrowing and degradation as part of AC with each connection request submitting acceptable max and min resource requirement. In [20] an AC algorithm is proposed that uses controlled QoS degradation of on-going calls to manages a tradeoff between resource allocation of on-going calls and new calls. A similar tradeoff is managed by an AC algorithm proposed in [19] using Guard Channel policies. AC schemes proposed in [7] consider both "non-prioritized" schemes in which the BS made no distinction between new and HO calls, and two "priority oriented" schemes that allow queuing of handover calls.
Work on resource management for ad hoc networks often focuses on managing the interference, generated by consumption of unlicensed frequencies, local to each MS involved in an ad hoc path between a source and destination node. For example, in [26] a contention-aware AC is proposed which attempts to support QoS guarantees by limiting the number of connections allowed within a neighborhood of nodes. A distributed AC algorithm is introduced in [23] that is based on the concept of a "service curve" to reflect the status of the network (number of active nodes, activity index and contention status). An ad hoc node wanting to establish a new connection must compare the "service curve" with a predefined universal performance threshold curve for QoS purpose.
Variable resource needs and differentiated importance levels of most of the new services decrease the relevance of traditional performance metrics such as blocking/dropping probabilities. Thus, the user-perceived utility might be more suited as performance criterion. Chen Lee et al. [13] use resource-utility functions in a QoS management framework with the goal to maximise the total utility of the system. They propose two approximation algorithms, and compare the run-times and solution quality with an optimal solution based on dynamic programming. As opposed to maximising the total utility of the system, Rui-Feng Liao et al. [15] provide "utility fair allocation". Their algorithm extends "max-min fair allocation", with utility replacing bandwidth as the fairness criterion.
Background
The utility model used in this paper is the same as the one used in the Time-Aware Resource Allocation scheme (TARA) [5] , and enables the allocation algorithm to differentiate between different needs for resource guarantees. This section presents the main concepts of TARA.
One of the main concepts in TARA is the usage of resource-utility (R-U) functions. The utility of an application (and its associated connection) represents the value assigned by the user to the quality of the application's results. The accrued utility, at any time point, depends on the allocated resource, which in our case is the bandwidth of the cellular link. For the ease of implementation, and to keep complexity low, it is necessary to quantise the utility functions using a small set of parameters. Thus, the utility function for a connection can be represented by a list of bandwidth-utility pairs:
Bi1 , ...,
k is the number of utility levels attainable by the connection. We can regard the k levels as allocation segments, and an important parameter of each segment is its efficiency (slope), calculated as the utility increase divided by resource requirement. Thus, for segment k, e ik =
. For an allocated bandwidth x i , the accrued utility is denoted by u i (x i ).
In order to keep an optimal allocation in such a dynamic system, with new connections and handovers constantly appearing, we run our allocation algorithm periodically. This means connections might have their allocated resource changed during their lifetime. Now, applications react differently to changes in their resource allocation (especially resource degradations). To take this into consideration we have identified three connection classes depending on their adaptability to bandwidth reallocation. Thus for accounting utility TARA uses a new parameter, u a i , which is the utility accumulated over time for the connection i.
Class I represents non-adaptive connections. Once accepted, the resource amount cannot be re-negotiated. If the initial resource amount cannot be assured at any time point, the connection should be dropped and no utility is gained for the whole duration of running. Otherwise, the utility accumulated over the duration of the connection is:
× duration. Examples are real-time control data, and real-time data streams.
Class II represents semi-adaptive connections. Here the lowest utility experienced during its lifetime determines the utility for the whole duration:
× duration. Examples are streams of sensor readings with different accuracy, and different types of streaming multi-media.
Class III represents fully-adaptive connections. These have no real-time requirements, and can therefore adapt to both increases and decreases of the bandwidth. Besides the three classes, TARA accounts also for a) the dissatisfaction created when an ongoing application is interrupted, and b) the sensitivity to frequent reallocations. Thus, P drop i (drop penalty) is to be applied to u a i if the system drops connection i. Also, when the resource level for connection i is changed within t adapt i (adaptation time) since the last allocation, the connection will suffer a proportional penalty.
To maximise accrued utility, at each allocation point we modify (scale) the original R-U functions to reflect the influence of the previous parameters on the connections' u a i . Basically, by modifying the R-U functions [5] we make connections that are new and old, flexible and inflexible, etc., directly comparable. Then, by using these modified R-U functions as an input to an optimised allocation algorithm, we achieve a maximised accumulated system utility.
The focus of this paper is the allocation algorithm for hybrid networks, so in the reminder of the paper we consider that all the utility functions (u i ), used at a certain allocation time point, were already modified according to the TARA model.
Bandwidth allocation in hybrid networks
In this section we explain the system model used for our utility maximisation scheme. We start from a classic cellular network model, where in each cell a base station (BS) services the mobile station (MS) inside the covered area. MSs can connect to the BS using the direct cellular wireless link. In addition, we assume each MS is equipped with a second wireless interface that can be used to connect to other MSs in an ad hoc manner. We consider the two spectra (cellular vs. ad hoc) to be in different bands, the cellular using a narrower, highly regulated band while the ad hoc belongs to a broader, reusable, unregulated band. Thus, there is no interconnection/interference between the two bands.
At a certain point in time, a MS can connect to a BS directly through the cellular link, or relay via ad hoc paths using other MSs, and further through the cellular interface of the last MS in the path. Figure 1 presents an example. The ad hoc network serves only as an extension for the cellular network, with most of the functionality (allocation, security, billing, etc.) located in the nodes of the cellular network.
Regarding the bandwidth allocation problem, we make the following observation: The bandwidth of the ad hoc network is usually more than one order of magnitude greater than the bandwidth of the cellular network. E.g. today the bandwidth of a 3G base station is 2 Mb/s (with 10Mb for HSDPA mode) while the bandwidth of 802.11g is 40Mb/s (with 802.11n > 100 Mb/s). Therefore we consider, the cellular link bandwidth as the bottleneck resource of the hybrid system, which makes the ad hoc links bandwidth virtually unrestricted in comparison.
Even though we consider the bandwidth of the BS as bottleneck, in an optimised allocation we have to consider the effects of using the ad hoc paths. First, there is increased resource consumption on the relaying MS such as battery energy and processing power. We assume that users would appreciate some incentive for letting other connections use their MS. Second, there is the problem of the weaker QoS offered by the ad hoc route. Delay increases with hop count. Moreover, an ad hoc path might get disconnected due to mobility. We model these relay costs and QoS losses with the help of a path dependent cost that is proportional to the number of ad hoc hops and the amount of traffic sent on that path. From a pricing viewpoint, we can regard the utility functions as proportional to the rates the user is willing to pay for a certain connection. In the same manner, incentives proportional to the per hop costs could be regarded as reimbursements to the owner of the MS used as relay. In order to establish an end-to-end connection the algorithm must choose among a set of reachable BSs, and for each BS there might be several ad hoc paths available. Taking into account the above cost model, it is obvious that the shortest (in the number of hops) ad hoc route to a BS has also the lowest costs. Thus, the path choice in our scheme consists of two phases. First, a shortest path first (SPF) routing algorithm (such as AODV [18] ) is employed to find the best paths from an MS to a set of near BSs. A BS is considered near if a shortest path exists, given that the hop-count does not exceed a certain threshold value. Second, the allocation algorithm will use this set of paths in the optimised allocation. 
Figure 2. Hybrid network -condensed
Thus the model of Figure 1 can be condensed to the one presented in Figure 2 , where the links represent potential paths from the MSs to the BSs. The numbers on the links in Figure 2 represent the number of relays, to which the cost/bit of that path is proportional. A direct cellular connection has zero relays.
Optimal bandwidth allocation
Assuming each connections has an attached utility function u i , let's calculate the system-wide utility we obtain with a certain bandwidth allocation (at a certain time point).
In this paper, when we refer to a connection we imply an end-to-end, OSI transport layer connection. In the optimal allocation, the packets for a connection (e.g. between an application on a MS and its server in the core network), could be sent over several paths through several BSs. Let there be n active MSs that connect to m BSs. Assume X ij the amount of bandwidth allocated to a connection from MS i over the ij path (if such a path exists) to BS j. The cost the system incurs over a path ij is modelled as C ij = c × h ij × X ij , where c is a cost constant that represents the cost/bit/hop and h ij is the number of hops. If a direct connection over cellular link is possible, then h ij = 0. The existence of a path ij and its hop-count, h ij , is given by the underlying SPF routing algorithm that finds the shortest paths between MS i and the near BSs j.
The total utility of the system at this moment is the sum of the utility generated by all connections minus the sum of the costs over all paths.
Therefore, to derive the optimal value for bandwidth (now represented by a variable x ij ) we have to solve the following maximisation problem:
subject to :
where X max j is the maximum bandwidth available in the cell j. If there are no paths between a MS and a BS then the corresponding term is excluded from all the j-indexed sums.
Linear programming formulation
Lee et al [13] show that maximising i u i (x i ) subject to i x i < X max (single resource pool), where u i is a discrete R-U function and X max is the maximum available resource, is an NP-hard problem (closely related to bin packing). They also show that by approximating utility functions with their convex hull frontier, a low complexity algorithm can be used that yields results close tot he optimal solution (1%). If we denote x i to be the allocated bandwidth to connection i over all possible paths, x i = m j=1 x ij , and we set j = 1 and c = 0 in equation (2) we observe that their problem is an instance of our problem, which makes our maximisation problem also NP-hard. To make the problem tractable, we also approximate u i with its convex-hull frontier u i .
In Figure 3 we present a utility function (solid line), its convex hull (dashed line) and highlight the k = 2 segment of the convex hull. While u i is not linear, it consists of several segments (1, ..., l) that are piecewise linear, e.g. three in Figure 3 . , its corresponding incremental utility would be e ik * x ik . Then, for a certain allocation, we have
where
To transform our maximisation problem into a linear programming form, we would like to replace u i (x i ) with l k=1 e ik * x ik . However, if we regard the left and right sides of equation (5) as functions, the function on the right hand side is less constrained. Therefore, we need to add the following two constraints. First, the bandwidth of a segment is restricted by its maximum as specified in the utility function, that is x ik ≤ X Having expressed x i with utility-segment related terms x ik , we can go back to the multi-path formulation in equation (2). The bandwidth allocated to x ik can be distributed over a number of paths. Thus, x ik = m j=1 x ikj and x ikj is the bandwidth allocated to the utility segment k of connection i on path ij. Now, the maximisation problem based on u i can be formulated as:
∀ikk if 
The utility generated by segments k and k is U kk = e ik × x ik + e ik × x ik . We then take y from segment k and allocate it to segment k. Then U kk = e ik ×(x ik +y)−e ik ×(x ik −y) > U kk because e ik > e ik for a concave function such as the convex hull. The allocations for other segments being equal, this means that the original allocation was not maximal, so we arrive at a contradiction.
Thus, linear programming can be used to solve the global bandwidth allocation problem optimally and we adopt the LP approach, as a baseline in our comparisons. However, we are aware of the drawbacks of the approach that justify looking for a better solution. These are:
• Centralised allocation. The LP algorithm need to know the state of all the MSs and BS and paths in the whole network to reach an optimal allocation. This is unrealistic for a large network.
• Time complexity. As will be presented in Section 6.3 the LP algorithm is prohibitively computationally intensive for an online allocation.
• Signalling/control overhead. The LP solution might spread the allocation of a connection over several paths through different BSs, which can increase both the logistical overhead and the contention on the MAClayer.
Note that the topology of the network changes in time, ongoing connections end, and new ones are created. Old resource allocations can break or become suboptimal. To address this, we run our (re)allocation algorithms periodically. This bounds the reallocation rate in the system, even if the rate of events (traffic and topology changes) is much higher. The only disadvantage is that new and rerouted connections must wait until the next allocation time, to receive new resources. Choosing an appropriate period will imply tradeoff between a) utility optimisation and reducing the delay of path establishment and b) the computational and signalling overhead of an allocation round.
Hybrid-heuristic algorithm
To solve the hybrid resource allocation problem in a distributed manner with less complexity (and overhead) we have devised the following heuristic algorithm. The algorithm can be divided in two parts.
• The core allocation algorithm is used to independently allocate resources for each BS. It compares all the different connections requesting resources at the given BS, and the most utility-efficient connections are chosen, taking into account also the incurred relaying costs. That is, at BS j, for each utility-segment k of a connection i a new core-efficiency, e ikj is computed by subtracting the relaying costs of path ij from the original efficiency e ik . Thus, e ikj = e ik − c × h ij . Then bandwidth is allocated in decreasing order of e ikj . Let comp j be the lowest core-efficiency of an accepted (i.e. a non-zero allocation) utility-segment of a connection, comp j = min(e ikj | x ikj > 0). This parameter characterises the level of the competitiveness of the connections requiring bandwidth at BS j, and will be used by a MS to choose the least competitive BS from its point of view. Note that comp j depends on both BS capacity and the importance of the contending connections. Similar to the LP algorithm, the "core allocation" part is invoked periodically, to keep the allocation updated.
• The path choice algorithm compares the paths to different BSs returned by the SPF routing algorithm, and chooses only one to carry the entire connection. The path choice algorithm will choose the connection to the BS where it assumes it has the highest chance to be accepted. To achieve this, it asks all near BSs about their comp j parameter. Intuitively, the BS with the lowest competitiveness during last allocation round should give the highest chance of accepting the connection. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the connection will be diminished by the path cost to the respective BS. Therefore among all the paths to possible BSs, the algorithm chooses path ij with min
, where p represents the number of BSs near to MS i. The "path choice" algorithm is event-triggered: a) at the arrival of a new connection, b) when the current path cannot be sustained anymore (due to mobility, fading, failures). In this new context of ad hoc paths, handovers can be of two types: the traditional, when the MS uses the direct cellular link and moves out of the BS reach area, or, when one of the relays in the ad hoc path moves out of range. In either case, handovers are dealt with as new connections, only that the already accrued utility is taken into account.
The path cost related component in the "path choice" algorithm also prevents oscillations in the system. By oscillations we mean that at a certain point in time a cell is the target of most of the new connections/handovers, while at the next point all the load is directed to another cell. Due to the cost differences of different paths however, the MSs tend to connect to closer BS if the competitiveness factors are roughly the same.
Evaluation setup
To evaluate the behaviour of our hybrid network resource allocation scheme we use a traffic mix that is representative for a future mobile communication network, also used in earlier works [6, 17, 5] . Connections can belong to one of the six application groups presented in Table 1 . To create a diverse traffic mix, the maximum required bandwidth and connection duration are not fixed values, but follow a geometric distribution with the given minimum, maximum and mean values (columns 2 and 3). The flexibility of the application with respect to bandwidth reallocations is given in the second column from the right and represents its TARA class. Each of the six application groups have an associated R-U function with a different base shape. All the R-U functions used in the experiments follow the minimum and maximum bandwidth requirements specified in Table 1 .
To complete the utility specification, a relative importance has to be associated with each application group. For example, even though one might be ready to pay roughly three times more for a video-phone conversation (bandwidth demand of 256 Kbps), the utility per bit is almost three times higher for an audio-phone application (which requires only 30 Kbps). This information is shown in the rightmost column of Table 1 . It represents the utility per bit associated with the maximum required bandwidth (e.g if the maximum required bandwidth of a connection in application group 3 is 4,000 Kbps then the utility for this bandwidth is 4,000,000 × 1/10 = 400,000). All the other utility values of the R-U functions are calculated following the given basic shapes.
Our simulations were performed in a simulation environment described by Jonasson [12] and built on top of J-Sim, a component-based, simulation environment developed at Ohio State University [22, 11] . For the linear programming part, we have used the java package from the operation research objects collection (OR-Objects) [10] .
Connections arrive on the MSs following an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time with a mean of 15 minutes. All the 6 application groups arrive with equal probability. Mobility is modelled in the following way: the time at which a user moves in a new geographical cell follows a geometric distribution starting from 60 sec and mean 300 sec, with equal probability to move in any of the neighbouring cells. If the MS uses an ad hoc path, a handover will be triggered when the current path gets disconnected. To simulate this, we employ a simple but efficient ad hoc path generation mechanism. Following a geometric distribution with the mean of 300 sec it triggers in a MS a path renewal that discards the old paths and creates p new paths to randomly chosen neighbouring BSs. To each of the paths, a random hop count between 1 and max hop is attached. The experiments have been conducted with p = 3 and max hop = 4. The cost/bit/hop of using an ad hoc path has been set to c = 0.02 (unless otherwise stated).
We have simulated go-around world model to preserve uniformity in our gird. Each cell has a capacity of 30 Mbp/s. For all experiments the bandwidth allocation/reallocation has been performed with a period of 2 seconds. Further QoS controlling parameters have been kept unchanged from our previous TARA experiments 1 [5] .
Experimental results
In this section we test the performance of the hybridheuristic algorithm, that has a low complexity and works in a distributed manner, to show how close it comes to the optimal LP algorithm. Furthermore, we compare with the optimal allocation when using only the direct cellular link (TARA scheme). The comparisons are performed using three key scenarios to expose the characteristics of the hybrid network. The first scenario simulates uneven loaded cells (hot-spots) and we test the load balancing features of the hybrid network. The second scenario exposes the fault tolerant capabilities as we simulate a BS failure, while in the last scenario we test a uniformly balanced setting, where the hybrid network should not perform better than a pure cellular setting. We then go on to show QoS differentiation properties and algorithm timing overheads.
Accumulated utility as performance
As our main performance metric we use the timeaccumulated system utility, generated by all the connections in the system. We show the behaviour of the system when subjected to increased traffic loads, as marked on the x-axis. The numbers represent the offered traffic load compared to system capacity (e.g. 2.42 means that the offered load traffic is on average 2.42 times the systems capacity). For each of the offered loads we conducted five different experiments (by changing the seed of the various distributions) and plotted the average. The coefficient of variance (standard deviation / average) was less than 0.07 in most cases. Note that an offered traffic overload does not mean the system is in a congested state, since the allocation/admission control mechanism ensures that the system is not accepting more that it can handle (connections can be accepted with less than their maximum requirements).
Unbalanced load.
In the first scenario we simulate the effects of a hot-spot area. We simulated a checkered pattern, where half of the cells are subject to a three times higher offered load than the others.
Compared to the hybrid-LP algorithm that represents the optimal allocation, and the pure-cellular which represents the optimal allocation without using ad hoc paths, the performance of the hybrid-heuristic is roughly in the middle, 1 The drop penalty was set using the following formula P drop i = 20%×u as shown in Figure 4 . That is, the heuristic is around 10% better than the pure-cellular, and the LP is around 12% better than the heuristic. This is for moderate overloads such as 1.11 -2.42. At heavy loads the "lighter" loaded cells are themselves quite overloaded and the algorithms tend to converge. A more dramatic change can be observed in Figure 5 . Here we plotted the utility generated by all connections originating from the MSs located in one of the heavy loaded cell. Being able to connect to the neighbouring cells, allows this set of MSs to generate 30% more utility with the hybridheuristic algorithm than in the pure-cellular setting. On the x-axis of the graph we have the half-hour simulated. The offered load in this setup is 2.42.
So, what explains the increase of service for the overload cell by 30% while the overall gain is only around 10%? This is because the higher importance connections that are accepted thanks to the ad hoc paths will replace less important connections in the surrounding cells, so the absolute gain in utility is the difference between the accepted and the replaced. A direct effect of this load-balancing is that the degree of "QoS inversions" has been diminished. By "QoS inversions" we mean that connections/users with a higher importance are rejected in the overloaded cell while less important ones are serviced in the cells around. In the second scenario, Figure 6 , we simulate the extreme case of a BS failure in one of four cells. The difference between the hybrid algorithms and the pure-cellular one increases greatly, as the pure cellular network is clearly handicapped by not being able to use alternative paths to the direct cellular links. A similar situation arises in the handling of dead-spots. Dead spots are areas that are not covered by a BS due to obstacles or interference or big distances. The cell of a crashed BS becomes uncovered area, a big dead-spot. Therefore, these results should be proportionally applicable to dead-spot situations. The third scenario presents a balanced load, which means that the MSs located in each cell generate on average the same amount of traffic. This is the scenario in which the hybrid network behaves most similar to a pure cellular network. When the load and type of the offered traffic is equally distributed, there should be no gain in sending connections to other BSs, especially considering the cost over the ad hoc paths. Nevertheless, at 1.11 (111%) offered load the LP can take advantage of the global knowledge of load and ad hoc paths and shows a 10% improvement over the pure cellular setting, see Figure 7 . The hybrid-heuristic relays only on local knowledge to choose the target BS, and acts close to the pure cellular, which is what we expected from such a scenario. As an overall trend we can observe that the highest benefits of using the ad hoc paths are gained for light to moderate overload. At underload and very high loads, the algorithms tend to converge.
QoS preservation
So far we have presented the results only from the perspective of the total system utility. Utility is also a good measure for how the QoS of the connections is respected, since each "QoS breach" is penalised (e.g. drop penalty). A more detailed view for the hybrid-heuristic algorithm at load of 2.42 is presented in Table 2 . The application groups refer to those in Table 1 . We can observe that only connections that have the lowest utility efficiency are blocked (new connections) or dropped (ongoing connections). The allocation algorithms do not treat "ongoing connections" and "handovers" differently, both have a drop penalty attached, so if necessary, the connection with the lowest efficiency will be dropped first. Since application group 6 is a class III connection, it can accept zero allocation situations, so there are no ongoing connections dropped in that case. Nevertheless it is important to note that the main goal of the system is to generate the highest utility and not to minimise the number of rejected/dropped connections. As the utility for the different bandwidth allocation possibilities can be specified in detail with the help of the R-U functions, it ensures that resources are allocated strictly by importance. Table 3 presents the running time (in seconds) of the simulator for different allocation algorithms, at increasing traffic loads. While there is no difference between the hybridheuristic and the pure cellular algorithm, the centralised linear programming algorithm is increasingly slower (30−200 times) and definitely not suited for an online allocation.
Time complexity

Cost influence
Using the ad hoc paths means using the equipment of other users in the area, and this translates further into a system-wide cost/hop/bit, c that reduces the gained utility. Until now, we used c = 0.02, that is 20% of the efficiency of application group 3. Now depending on how big we assume this cost constant to be, the usage of ad hoc paths will be more or less encouraged. In Figure 8 we plot the dependency of the hybrid-heuristic algorithm on the cost/hop/bit. The baseline is the pure-cellular allocation. At zero cost, the overlay heuristic has a 20% advantage, however, as cost increases the advantage diminishes, and is on par with the pure-cellular at cost 0.1. This is a very high per-hop cost, since in our traffic mix, the efficiency of application group 3 is 0.1. That is, if we send it over a 1-hop path with cost 0.1, no utility would be gained. Thus we can conclude that for reasonable costs the hybrid-heuristic performs as desired. For very high costs (0.15−0.18) the "cost part" of the "path choice algorithm" becomes dominant and the algorithm will use only direct cellular links. 
Conclusions
To satisfy increasing diverse access requirements and to improve availability, flexibility and higher data rates, today's cellular networks can be foreseen to be replaced by hybrid cellular and ad hoc solutions. Moreover, services and applications with different QoS requirements will compete for the resources of such a network.
Since old performance metrics such as connection blocking/dropping probabilities do not give an adequate measure of relative importance and application requirements (e.g. bandwidth, adaptability), we propose the total system utility as metric. We presented algorithms for resource allocation and admission control that accept detailed QoS specifications in the form of utility functions, and shown their superior behaviour with respect to maximum system utility.
We showed that under reasonable assumptions, the bandwidth allocation problem can be formulated as a linear programming maximisation problem and thus optimally solved. While delivering optimal allocation, the running costs of the LP algorithm make it unsuitable for online allocations. Therefore, we proposed a low-cost heuristic algorithm that aims to send the connection to the BS where it has the highest chance to be accepted.
The experiments show that the hybrid-heuristic algorithm has at worse 12% lower performance than the optimal one. In scenarios dealing with uneven traffic overload or when extending coverage is a necessity, the algorithm showed that it can take advantage of the hybrid setting and performed consistently better when compared to a cellular optimal allocation (TARA). As opposed to the LP algorithm, the hybrid heuristic algorithm works in a distributed manner, being several orders of magnitude faster at runtime.
Future works include relaxing the "virtually unrestricted" assumption on ad hoc network resources and considering a combined routing and resource allocation scheme for hybrid networks.
